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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS This presentation contains “forward-looking statements.” The use of any of the words "expect", "anticipate", "budget",
"forecast", "continue", "estimate", "objective", "ongoing", "may", "will", "project", "should", "believe", "plans", "intends", "strategy" and similar expressions are
intended to identify forward-looking information or statements. In particular, but without limiting the foregoing, this presentation contains forward-looking
information and statements pertaining to 2020 drilling plans and capital expenditure guidance.

Statements relating to "reserves" are also deemed to be forward-looking statements, as they involve the implied assessment, based on certain estimates and
assumptions, that the reserves described exist in the quantities predicted or estimated and that the reserves can be profitably produced in the future.

Forward-looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates and projections that involve a number of risks and uncertainties, which could cause
actual results to differ materially from those reflected in the statements. Forward-looking statements are based on the estimates and opinions of Altura’s
management at the time the statements are made. Although Altura believes that the expectations reflected in these forward-looking statements are reasonable,
such statements are subject to known or unknown risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those anticipated.

Altura has no obligation to update these forward-looking statements should circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions change. Investors should be
aware that Altura’s future performance is subject to a wide range of risk factors including:
• the continued performance of Altura’s oil and gas properties in a manner consistent with its past experiences;
• that Altura will continue to conduct its operations in a manner consistent with past operations; 
• the return of industry conditions to pre-COVID-19 levels; 
• unanticipated operating results or production declines; 
• public health crises, such as the recent outbreak of COVID-19 and the related economic disruption that can result in volatility in financial markets, disruption 

to global supply chains, and the ability to directly and indirectly staff the Corporation’s day to day operations;
• volatility in market prices for oil, natural gas and other hydrocarbons
• economic conditions in Canada, North America and internationally
• industry conditions (including changes in laws and regulations)
• that Altura will continue to conduct its operations in a manner consistent with past operations; 
• the results of exploration and development drilling by Altura
• imprecision in reserve and resource estimates
• unexpected change in the production and growth potential of Altura’s assets
• Altura’s ability to access sufficient capital.
All of these factors are beyond Altura’s control and may have a material negative effect on Altura’s performance.

OIL AND GAS ADVISORY “Boe” means barrel of oil equivalent on the basis of 6 mcf of natural gas to 1 Bbl of oil. Boe's may be misleading, particularly if used
in isolation. A Boe conversion ratio of 6 Mcf: 1 Bbl is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not
represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. In addition, given that the value ratio based on the current price of crude oil as compared to natural gas is
significantly different from the energy equivalency of 6:1, utilizing a conversion on a 6:1 basis may be misleading as an indication of value. The estimated values
of the future net reserves of the reserves disclosed in this presentation do not represent the market value of such reserves. The estimates of reserves and future
net reserve for individual properties may not reflect the same confidence level as estimates of reserves and future net reserve for all properties due to the effects
of aggregation.
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NON-GAAP MEASURES This document contains the terms “adjusted funds flow”, “adjusted funds flow per boe”, “net debt”, and “operating netback”, which do
not have a standardized meaning prescribed by International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS” or, alternatively, “GAAP”) and therefore may not be
comparable with the calculation of similar measures by other companies. Altura considers adjusted funds flow to be a key measure of performance as it
demonstrates the Corporation's ability to generate the necessary funds for sustaining capital, future growth through capital investment, and to repay debt.
Management believes that such a measure provides a useful assessment of Altura’s business on a continuing basis by eliminating certain non-cash charges,
transaction costs, if any, and actual settlements of decommissioning obligations, the timing of which, in the opinion of management, is discretionary. Altura
calculates operating netback on a per boe basis as petroleum and natural gas sales plus or minus realized gains on financial instruments, less royalties,
operating and transportation costs. Management feels that operating netback is a key industry benchmark and a measure of performance for Altura that
provides investors with information that is commonly used by other crude oil and natural gas producers. The measurement on a per Boe basis assists
management and investors with evaluating operating performance on a comparable basis. Management views net debt as key industry benchmarks and
measures to assess the Corporation's financial position and liquidity. Net debt is calculated as current assets less current liabilities, excluding the fair value of
financial instruments, less the current portion of lease liabilities and less the current portion of the decommissioning liability. Additional information relating to
these non-GAAP measures, including the reconciliation between “adjusted funds flow” and “net income”, can be found in the Corporation's most recent
management's discussion and analysis which is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.

WELL ECONOMICS The Corporation has presented certain well economics based on historic performance of wells drilled by the Corporation based on
different commodity pricing sensitivities. Such well economics are not intended to provide an estimate of future performance of wells or an estimate of reserves.

DRILLING LOCATIONS This presentation discloses drilling locations in three categories: (i) proved locations; (ii) probable locations; and (iii) potential drilling
opportunities. Proved locations and probable locations, which are sometimes collectively referred to as "booked locations", are derived from the Corporation’s
most recent independent reserves evaluation as of December 31, 2019 and account for drilling locations that have associated proved or probable reserves, as
applicable. Potential drilling opportunities are internal estimates based on the Corporation’s prospective acreage and an assumption as to the number of wells
that can be drilled per section based on industry practice and internal review. Potential drilling opportunities do not have attributed reserves or resources. The
Corporation has, based on the December 31, 2019 reserve report and management’s current internal assessment, 25.6 net proved locations, 9.6 net probable
locations and 66 potential gross drilling opportunities. Potential drilling opportunities have specifically been identified by management as an estimation of our
multi-year drilling activities based on evaluation of applicable geologic, seismic, engineering, production and reserves data on prospective acreage and geologic
formations. The drilling locations on which we actually drill wells will ultimately depend upon the availability of capital, regulatory approvals, seasonal restrictions,
oil and natural gas prices, costs, actual drilling results and other factors. While certain of the potential drilling opportunities have been derisked by drilling existing
wells in relative close proximity to such potential drilling opportunities, the majority of other potential drilling opportunities are farther away from existing wells
where management has less information about the characteristics of the reservoir and therefore there is more uncertainty whether wells will be drilled in such
locations and if drilled there is more uncertainty that such wells will result in additional oil and gas reserves, resources or production.

ORIGINAL OIL IN PLACE (OOIP) OOIP is the equivalent to Discovered Petroleum Initially In Place (DPIIP) for the purposes of this presentation and were
prepared by a member of Altura’s management who is a qualified reserves evaluator in accordance with the COGE Handbook. DPIIP is defined as quantity of
hydrocarbons that are estimated to be in place within a known accumulation. There is no certainty that it will be commercially viable to produce any portion of the
resources. A recovery project cannot be defined for this volume of DPIIP at this time, and as such it cannot be further sub-categorized.

http://www.sedar.com/
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

Market Summary

Shares Outstanding 108.9 million basic (insiders 9.5%)

115.0 million diluted (insiders 14.2%)

Q3 2020 Average Production 919 boepd (61% oil and liquids)

Q3 2020 Adjusted Funds Flow(1) $0.4 million    $4.47/boe

September 30, 2020 Net Debt(2) $4.6 million

Market Capitalization(3) $15.8 million

Enterprise Value(4) $20.4 million

Credit Facilities(5) $9.0 million

Liability Management Rating (“LMR”)(6) 6.65

4

Altura is a publicly traded junior oil and gas exploration and development company
established in July 2015 that trades under the symbol ATU on the TSX Venture Exchange.
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

5

• Invest in large scale, 
high quality, growth 
projects with greater 
than 30% rates of 
return

• Low cost producer
• Focus on efficient 

deployment of capital

• Apply new well 
technologies to exploit 
oil pools having large 
original oil in place 
(OOIP)(1) and low 
recovery    factors to 
date

• Maintain debt to 
adjusted funds flow at 
less than 1.0 times

Balance 
Sheet Technology

Profitable 
Growth

Cost 
Structure

Allocating capital to the most profitable, large scale, organic growth opportunities 
and strategic acquisitions to maximize shareholder returns
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021 Q3 2021

Oil

Volumes hedged (Bbls/d) 300 200 200 200 200

Average WCS Fixed Price 
Swap (CAD$/Bbl) $47.35 $35.73 $35.73 $36.70 $38.70

Natural Gas

Volumes hedged (GJ/d) 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

Average AECO (5A) Fixed 
Price Swap (CAD$/GJ) $2.68 $2.83 $2.46 $2.58 $2.55

6
Altura is hedged for the next 12 months, mitigating price volatility and protecting 

economic returns.  
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2019 production grew to 1,742 boe/d, up 49% per share from 2018 
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

• Adjusted funds flow of $30.31 per Boe for Q3 2018.  Per Boe decrease in opex related to the asset 
disposition with higher average costs and growth of lower cost production at Leduc-Woodbend

8
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REX  ~1,300m TVD
17°API oil

ENTICE MEMBER OF 
PEKISKO FORMATION
~1,400 – 1,750m TVD 

20 – 30°API oil
Altura technical competency in the Upper Mannville and Pekisko formations

Leduc-Woodbend Strathmore
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

• 1.160 Billion STB Pool OOIP(1)

• 446 MM STB net OOIP(1) on Altura lands

• 71 gross (65 net) sections of land capture

• Leduc-Woodbend Rex Reserves at December 31, 2019(2)

• Total Proved 6,168 Mboe
• Total Proved + Probable 10,756 Mboe

• 57 gross (49.1 net) wells have booked reserves at 
December 31, 2019

• 15 gross (13.9 net) producing wells 
• 32 gross (25.6 net) Proved Undeveloped drilling locations 
• 10 gross (9.6 net) Probable Undeveloped drilling locations

• Additional 66 gross 1.5-mile potential drilling 
opportunities(3) at four wells per section

10
Focused asset base, extensive existing infrastructure and year round drilling access

Leduc-Woodbend

Calgary

Edmonton
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

11
Resource opportunity in early stage development

North Area

South Area

East Area

OOIP(1) – internal estimates
Pool 1,160 MMSTB 
Altura Lands     480 MMSTB
Cum to date      0.8 MMSTB

• Targeting the Rex 
formation 17˚ API oil at 
1,300mTVD

• Approximately 900 vertical 
wellbore penetrations 
through the Rex provide 
excellent well planning 
control

• Complete as single leg 
multi-stage fracture 
stimulated (Hz MSF) wells

• Waterflood potential
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Utilized existing pipelines, established water disposal and oil treating to target 

total operating and transportation costs <$11/Boe

• Infrastructure in place to 
allow development of 
entire pool with minimal 
spending on non-
production adding capital

• Trucking clean oil from 
multi-well batteries at 
12-14-49-26W4 and 
11-26-48-26W4  

North Area East Area

South Area ATU Dril led U Mnvl Wells

ATU Pipelines
3rd Party Pipelines
3rd Party Pipelines

3rd Party Gas Plants

ATU Water Disposal Well

ATU Multi Well Battery

Altura Lands

Leduc-Woodbend - Infrastructure
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

13
Converting large inventory of potential drilling opportunities 

to reserves with repeatable well results

Producers
Proved Undeveloped (“PUD”)
Probable Undeveloped (“PB”)

2017 2018 2019

4 - Producers
6 - PUD 
2 - PB

66 - Potential drilling opportunities(1)(2)

78   Producers & Opportunities

15 - Producers
32 - PUD
10 - PB
66 - Potential drilling opportunities

123   Producers & Opportunities

13 - Producers
33 - PUD

8 - PB
66 - Potential drilling opportunities

120   Producers & Opportunities
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*Footnotes included at the end of presentation as endnotes

14

LWB Type Curve Economics 1.5-Mile Hz MSF
(2/3 Crown, 1/3 Freehold) (1) (2)

WCS Pricing $US35/Bbl $US40/Bbl $US45/Bbl

DCET Capital $2.3 MM $2.3 MM $2.3 MM

1st Month IP Rate 258 Boe/d 258 Boe/d 258 Boe/d

1st Year Avg Rate 180 Boe/d 180 Boe/d 180 Boe/d

2P EUR (2)  240 Mboe 240 Mboe 240 Mboe

NPV10BT $0.8 MM $    1.4 MM $   2.0 MM

Payout (yrs) 2.2 1.7 1.3
IRR (%) 32 50 72
F&D $9.60/Boe $9.60/Boe $9.60/Boe

Operating Cost $10.00/Boe $10.00/Boe $10.00/Boe

Operating Netback $24.00/Boe $27.75/Boe $32.50/Boe

Recycle Ratio 2.4 2.8 3.3
Liquids Weighting 64% 64% 64%

Well economics drive profitable, multi-year drilling programs

Refer to slides  21, 22 & 23 for Price Forecast details

Where possible, future development will focus on drilling 
extended reach horizontal (ERH) 1.5-mile long wells with 
increased frac stages to maximize capital efficiencies and 
rates.

See Endnote (3) regarding analogous production data

Altura LWB Rex Average Producing Day BOE 
Production by Frac Stage Spacing

1.5 Mile ERH Wells – Geoscout Data to October 2020

3 Casing Joint Frac Spacing (11 Wells)
2 Casing Joint Frac Spacing (2 Wells)
Type Curve 2P
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• Entice member of Pekisko formation 1,400 – 1,750m TVD

• Oil quality ranges from 20 – 35°API across the play 

• 89 gross (83 net) sections of land capture

• Drilled vertical stratigraphic test at 08-14-23-25W4 in June 
2019

• Re-entered 08-14 and drilled follow up horizontal well to 
13-24-23-25W4 in January 2020 

• Production test is on hold until improvement in oil pricing

• Assessing drilling a follow up horizontal well structurally 
up dip of the 13-24-23-25W4 horizontal well

15
Early stage exploration play with year round drilling access

Strathmore

Calgary

Edmonton
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Turner Valley

Shunda

Upper Pekisko

Entice mbr

Lower Pekisko

Banff

Vertical Strat Test
08-14-23-25W4
June 2019

Potential upstructure
horizontal location

80m

100m

40m

Water
Oil

Horizontal well
13-24-23-25W4
January 2020

~20 km

~10 km

~5 km

Entice member subcrop edge
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• Maintain a strong balance sheet 

• Focus on cost reductions

• Continue development of the Rex pool at Leduc-Woodbend

• Resume Entice production test and assess drilling a follow-
up location

17
Altura is focused on a strong balance sheet and cost reductions for long term growth
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Slide 4

Slides 5, 11

Slide 8

Slide 10

Slide 13

Slide 14

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

(1)

(1)

(1)
(2)

(3)

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(3)

Adjusted funds flow was $0.4 million for Q3 2020. See Non-GAAP Measures in the disclaimer section of this presentation
Net debt was $4.6 million as at September 30, 2020.  See Non-GAAP Measures in the disclaimer section of this presentation
Market capitalization is based on Altura’s December 3, 2020 closing share price of $0.145 per share
Enterprise value equals market capitalization plus net debt
Altura’s credit facilities were amended in August 2020 and include a $6.0 million revolving operating loan and a $3.0 million term loan.  Please see 
Altura’s Q3 2020 financial statements and MD&A for further information on the Corporation’s credit facilities.
The Corporation’s Liability Management Rating ("LMR") with the Alberta Energy Regulator ("AER") was 6.18 at November 7, 2020. The LMR 
reflects the results of a comparison of the Corporation's deemed assets to its deemed liabilities and is updated monthly. An LMR rating less than 
1.0 would require the Corporation to pay a deposit to the AER

See Disclaimers regarding Original Oil in Place. Net OOIP is the portion of Pool OOIP that is mapped on Altura lands

Adjusted funds flow per boe is a Non-GAAP measure.  See Non-GAAP Measures in the disclaimer section of this presentation

See Disclaimers regarding Original Oil in Place. Net OOIP is the portion of Pool OOIP that is mapped on Altura lands
Reserves evaluated by McDaniel & Associates Consultants as at December 31, 2019 and 2018. The estimates of reserves and future net revenue 
for individual properties may not reflect the same confidence level as estimates of reserves and future net revenue for all properties, due to the 
effects of aggregation.  
See Drilling Locations in the disclaimer section of this presentation

See Drilling Locations in the disclaimer section of this presentation
Drilling opportunities based on drilling 4 wells per section

Assumes July 2020 on production date. See Appendix slides 21, 22 & 23 for Oil Price Forecast details
The type curve and 2P EUR has been developed by a qualified reserves evaluator (QRE) and in accordance with the Canadian Oil and Gas 
Evaluation (COGE) Handbook. The QRE is a company employee, a professional member of APEGA and has over 18 years of relevant industry and 
evaluation experience. Operating netback and adjusted funds flow per boe are Non-GAAP measure.  See Non-GAAP Measures in the disclaimer 
section of this presentation
The analogous production information comes from public domain production data when available and company production data when the public 
domain data is not available 
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2020

WTI 
US$/Bbl

WTI-WCS 
Differential 

US$/Bbl
WCS 

US$/Bbl
WCS 

CAD$/Bbl
F/X

CAD/USD
Gas

CAD$/GJ
2020 50.00 15.00 35.00 47.30 0.74 2.25

2021 50.00 15.00 35.00 47.30 0.74 2.35

2022 50.00 15.00 35.00 47.30 0.74 2.30

2023 50.00 15.00 35.00 47.30 0.74 2.25

2024 50.00 15.00 35.00 47.95 0.73 2.25

>2025 +2%/yr 15.00 35.00 47.95 0.73 2.25
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WTI 
US$/Bbl

WTI-WCS 
Differential 

US$/Bbl
WCS 

US$/Bbl
WCS 

CAD$/Bbl
F/X

CAD/USD
Gas

CAD$/GJ
2020 55.00 15.00 40.00 54.05 0.74 2.25

2021 55.00 15.00 40.00 54.05 0.74 2.35

2022 55.00 15.00 40.00 54.05 0.74 2.30

2023 55.00 15.00 40.00 54.05 0.74 2.25

2024 55.00 15.00 40.00 54.79 0.73 2.25

>2025 +2%/yr 15.00 40.00 54.79 0.73 2.25
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WTI 
US$/Bbl

WTI-WCS 
Diff.(1)

US$/Bbl
WCS 

US$/Bbl
WCS 

CAD$/Bbl
F/X

CAD/USD
Gas

CAD$/GJ
2020 60.00 15.00 45.00 60.81 0.74 2.25

2021 60.00 15.00 45.00 60.81 0.74 2.35

2022 60.00 15.00 45.00 60.81 0.74 2.30

2023 60.00 15.00 45.00 60.81 0.74 2.25

2024 60.00 15.00 45.00 61.64 0.73 2.25

>2025 +2%/yr 15.00 45.00 61.64 0.73 2.25
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December 31, 2019 Reserves (1)
Reserve Category Crude Oil

(Mbbl)
Gas 

(MMcf)
Natural Gas 

Liquids (Mbbl)
Total

(Mboe)
NPV BT10% (2)

($M)
Proved Producing 938.5 4,270.2 104.3 1,754.5 25,402.8
Proved non-producing 102.3 307.8 7.4 161.0 1,963.5
Proved Undeveloped 2,815.4 8,473.9 203.4 4,431.1 32,853.8
Total Proved (1P) 3,856.1 13,052.0 315.1 6,346.5 60,220.1
Probable 2,500.9 12,109.9 284.7 4,803.9 42,656.0
Total Proved + Probable (2P) 6,357.0 25,161.9 599.7 11,150.4 102,876.0

(1) Evaluated by McDaniel & Associates Consultants (“McDaniel”) as at December 31, 2019. Net present value of future net revenue does not represent the fair market value of the reserves.
(2) Net present values before tax discounted at 10% (NPV BT10%) are based on the average of the published price forecasts for McDaniel, GLJ Petroleum Consultants Ltd., and Sproule Associates Ltd. at January 1, 2020.
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Q3’19 Q4’19 Q1’20 Q2’20 Q3’20
Average Production Boe/d 1,880 1,561 1,250 435 919
Oil and NGL weighting 67% 64% 61% 56% 62%

$/Boe:
PNG Revenue $37.12 $38.50 $24.46 $16.36 $29.87
Realized gain on financial instruments $(0.22) $0.53 $5.53 $16.60 $0.51
Royalties ($4.20) ($4.43) ($1.96) $0.28 ($2.63)
Operating ($6.92) ($8.63) ($12.19) ($16.27) ($13.85)
Transportation ($2.93) ($2.45) ($2.49) ($2.46) ($2.51)
Operating Netback(1) $22.85 $23.52 $13.35 $14.51 $11.39
G&A ($2.16) ($2.52) ($3.50) ($7.98) ($5.71)
Interest Expense ($0.27) ($0.37) ($0.17) ($1.42) ($1.21)
Adjusted Funds Flow(1) $20.42 $20.63 $9.68 $5.11 $4.47
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Management Previous Experience

David Burghardt, President & CEO, Director Vermilion, Kerogen, Bison, Northstar, Chevron

Tavis Carlson, VP Finance & CFO Manitok, Bellamont, ARC

Rob Pinckston, VP Exploration Vermilion, Highpine, Tempest, Renaissance

Travis Stephenson, VP Engineering Chinook/Storm Intl, Chamaelo, Renaissance

Jeff Mazurak, VP Operations Bonavista, Encana

Craig Stayura, VP Land Mosaic, ConocoPhillips

Independent Directors Current Role

John Chambers Independent Businessman

Darren Gee President & CEO - Peyto Exploration & Development Corp

Robert Maitland Director - Perpetual Energy Inc

John McAleer, Chairman Managing Director - Palisade Capital Management Ltd

27
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EXCHANGE LISTING
TSX Venture Exchange
Trading Symbol: ATU

TRANSFER AGENT
Odyssey Trust Company
Calgary, Alberta

LEGAL
Lawson Lundell LLP
Calgary, Alberta

BANKER
ATB Financial
Calgary, Alberta

AUDITORS
KPMG LLP
Calgary, Alberta

ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
McDaniel & Associates Consultants Ltd
Calgary, Alberta

ANALYST COVERAGE

Acumen Capital Partners
Trevor Reynolds
treynolds@acumencapital.com

Beacon Securities Limited
Kirk Wilson
kwilson@beaconsecurities.com

Stifel FirstEnergy
Robert Fitzmartyn
rjfitzmartyn@stifel.com

Haywood Securities Inc.
Christopher Jones
cjones@haywood.com

Mackie Research Capital Corporation
Bill Newman
bnewman@mackieresearch.com
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Altura Energy Inc.
2500, 605 5th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta  T2P 3H5
www.alturaenergy.ca

David Burghardt
President & CEO
Tel 403-984-5195
Cell 587-998-1462
dburghardt@alturaenergy.ca

Tavis Carlson
VP Finance & CFO
Tel 403-984-5196
Cell 403-619-0087
tcarlson@alturaenergy.ca
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